CRIMINAL JUSTICE (CRM JUS)

Criminal Justice (CRM JUS) 102
Administration of Criminal Justice
Operation of the agencies of criminal justice: police, prosecution, courts, correctional institutions, probation and parole. Writing assignments, as appropriate to the discipline, are part of the course.
3 Lecture hours. 3 Credit Hours.
Offered At: DA, HW, KK, MX, OH, TR, WR
IAI: CRJ 901

Criminal Justice (CRM JUS) 104
Street Law
The course contains information and activities designed to provide students with the ability to analyze, evaluate and understand legal issues related to business transactions, landlord and tenant relations, marriage and divorce, and constitutional issues like procedural and substantive due process. Writing assignments, as appropriate to the discipline, are part of the course.
Eligibility for ENGLISH 101 based on prior coursework or CCCRTW, ACT, SAT, GED, or HiSET test scores, or Consent of Department Chairperson.
2 Laboratory hours. 2 Lecture hours. 3 Credit Hours.
Offered At: DA, HW, KK, OH

Criminal Justice (CRM JUS) 114
Administration of Juvenile Justice
Studies in the etiology of juvenile delinquency, analysis of the agencies of control of juvenile behavior, and the roles of courts and correctional institutions in the administration of juvenile justice. Writing assignments, as appropriate to the discipline, are part of the course.
3 Lecture hours. 3 Credit Hours.
Offered At: DA, HW, KK, MX, OH, TR, WR
IAI: CRJ 914

Criminal Justice (CRM JUS) 151
Practice of Probation and Parole
Development, philosophy, organization and administration of probation and parole; survey of principles, investigation, supervision, treatment and utilization of community resources to rehabilitate and reintegrate the offender into society. Writing assignments, as appropriate to the discipline, are part of the course.
3 Lecture hours. 3 Credit Hours.
Offered At: KK

Criminal Justice (CRM JUS) 155
Introduction To Corrections
This course covers the history and development of corrections at the local, state and federal levels with emphasis on the goals, structure, and operations of correctional institutions. Included are alternatives to incarceration and the future of corrections within the American criminal justice system. This course is equivalent to the Illinois Articulation Initiatives Criminal Justice course numbered CRJ-911. Written assignments, as appropriate to the discipline, the course.
Grade of C or better in CRM JUS 102, or Consent of Department Chairperson.
3 Lecture hours. 3 Credit Hours.
Offered At: DA, HW, KK, OH, WR
IAI: CRJ 911

Criminal Justice (CRM JUS) 170
Scope & Purpose of Private Policing
Study of private policing as an extension of law enforcement in business, industry or mercantile establishments; applications within civil law enforcement; role of the security officer; analysis and development of US public and private policing. Writing assignments, as appropriate to the discipline, are part of the course.
3 Lecture hours. 3 Credit Hours.
Offered At: DA

Criminal Justice (CRM JUS) 172
Management & Supervision for Private Policing
Study of police supervisory and management principles; concepts of organization, communication, planning and human relationships. Analysis of problems and responsibilities in private security at middle-management; role of security director from behavioral standpoint. Writing assignments, as appropriate to the discipline, are part of the course.
3 Lecture hours. 3 Credit Hours.
Offered At: DA

Criminal Justice (CRM JUS) 173
Issues & Problems of Private Policing
Analysis of current issues and occupational aspects of private policing; implementation of federal, state and local government recommendations applied to private policing. Writing assignments, as appropriate to the discipline, are part of the course.
3 Lecture hours. 3 Credit Hours.
Offered At: DA

Criminal Justice (CRM JUS) 174
Law For Private Police
Survey of criminal law and applications for the private police industry; substantial criminal law, rules of evidence, criminal court procedures, court presentation; analysis of current civil court actions relating to private security. Writing assignments, as appropriate to the discipline, are part of the course.
3 Lecture hours. 3 Credit Hours.
Offered At: DA

Criminal Justice (CRM JUS) 202
Issues In Criminal Justice
Critical issues related to crime and urban society; analysis and evaluation of documents in the field of Criminal Justice. Consideration of newly proposed reforms and the method of implementing these reforms. Writing assignments, as appropriate to the discipline, are part of the course.
Eligibility for ENGLISH 101 based on prior coursework or CCCRTW, ACT, SAT, GED, or HiSET test scores, or Consent of Department Chairperson.
3 Lecture hours. 3 Credit Hours.
Offered At: DA, HW, KK, MX, OH, TR, WR

Criminal Justice (CRM JUS) 211
Intro To Investigation
Intensive study and analysis in investigative procedures; strategy and tactics of obtaining and analyzing evidence through testimonial evidence, physical evidence and records; reconstructing the crime; preservation of evidence and case preparation. Writing assignments, as appropriate to the discipline, are part of the course.
3 Lecture hours. 3 Credit Hours.
Offered At: DA, HW, KK, OH, TR, WR
Criminal Justice (CRM JUS) 215

**Terrorism**
Detailed study of terrorism, counter terrorism, terrorist personalities, and terrorist groups, including types, tactics, and trends on a worldwide scale as well as domestically. This course also examines the issues of prevention, civil liberties, nation building, and homeland security. Writing assignments, as appropriate to the discipline, are part of the course. 
3 Lecture hours. 3 Credit Hours.
**Offered At:** DA, KK

Criminal Justice (CRM JUS) 221

**Police Organization & Management**
Police organization as a means by which police goals are achieved. Variations in organizational patterns resulting from differing and changing objectives of police service. Analysis and evaluation of urban law enforcement problems and procedures. Writing assignments, as appropriate to the discipline, are part of the course.
Eligibility for ENGLISH 101 based on prior coursework or CCCRTW, ACT, SAT, GED, or HiSET test scores, or Consent of Department Chairperson.
3 Lecture hours. 3 Credit Hours.
**Offered At:** DA, HW, KK, OH, TR, WR

Criminal Justice (CRM JUS) 222

**Professional Responsibility**
Examination of professional ethics and legal responsibilities of the criminal justice practitioner. Legal accountability of criminal justice practitioners; principles and techniques of stress management for maintenance of performance and health. Writing assignments, as appropriate to the discipline, are part of the course.
Consent of Department Chairperson.
3 Lecture hours. 3 Credit Hours.
**Offered At:** DA, HW, KK, OH, TR, WR

Criminal Justice (CRM JUS) 234

**Criminal Law & Procedure**
Analysis of the nature of substantive criminal law, with emphasis on its historical and philosophical development in the United States. Examination of constitutional rights of the defendant, as these relate to arrest, rules of evidence, and courtroom procedure at pre-trial and trial level. Writing assignments, as appropriate to the discipline, are part of the course.
Consent of Department Chairperson.
3 Lecture hours. 3 Credit Hours.
**Offered At:** DA, HW, KK, MX, OH, TR, WR

Criminal Justice (CRM JUS) 250

**Introduction To Criminology**
This course covers the basics of criminology, criminological theories, principles and concepts, and the history and development of criminology. Included is the study of society’s reaction to crime and criminals as well as those organizations and agencies designed to combat crime. This course is equivalent to the Illinois Articulation Initiatives Criminal Justice course numbered CRJ-912. Written assignments, as appropriate to the discipline, are part of the course.
Grade of C or better in CRM JUS 102, or Consent of Department Chairperson.
3 Lecture hours. 3 Credit Hours.
**Offered At:** DA, HW, KK, OH, WR

IAI: CRJ 912

Criminal Justice (CRM JUS) 256

**Constitutional Law**
Study of the Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution, as these govern police and court procedures and the rights of citizens. Writing assignments, as appropriate to the discipline, are part of the course.
Consent of Department Chairperson.
3 Lecture hours. 3 Credit Hours.
**Offered At:** DA, HW, KK, OH, TR, WR